Calculations of the dispersion characteristics of a free electron laser with a linearly polarized wiggler magnetic field and an axial guide magnetic field have been carried out in the collective (Raman) regime for a cold, relativistic electron beam passing through a parallel-plate waveguide. The linear growth rate and efficiency of the TE andTEM waveguide modes have been computed for radiation in the centimeter and millimeter wavelength ranges. tPermanent address:
I. INTRODUCTION
Many theoretical studies '-5 have been devoted to free electron lasers (FEL) comprised of an electron stream traversing a periodic, circularly polarized magnetic (wiggler) field, as can be generated 6 -7 with bifilar, helical, currentcarrying wires. The electron dynamics in these systems exhibit simple properties that have considerable theoretical appeal. However, from the experimental poInt of view large amplitude, circularly polarized wiggler fields are difficult to attain because of the large currents that are required in their windin s; and for long pulse or steady-state operation, bifilar conductors may be entirely out of the question. In view of the above, studies of free electron la ers have begun"-" in which the electron beam is subjected to a periodic, linearly polarized transverse magnetic field such as can be produced, for example, by an assembly of permanent magnets illustrated in Fig. la . Indeed, the use of samarium-cobalt as the magnet material has lead to a new generation of magnetic wiggler systems.' 2 " 3 In this paper we calculate from appropriate fluid equations dispersion characteristics of the FEL instability in the collective (Raman) regime for thq case of a cold monoenergetic electron beam. The geometry is illustrated in Fig. la. An electron beam of velocity v 0 traverses a parallel-plate waveguide immersed in a static magnetic field which in our one dimensional model (applicable to sufficiently small transverse quiver motions of the electrons) can be approximated by = zB. + xB cos(k () w kz
Here B,, is the amplitude of the guide field; and Bw and kw= 2 n/z are the amplitude and wavenumber of the wiggler field, respectively (Z is the spatial periodicity). The axial guide field B,, has a two-fold purpose. First, it confines"the electrons against the radial space-charge forces and thereby permits the propagation of high current-density beams. And secondly, it can enhancelS,16, 1 7 the growth rate of the FEL instability by exploiting the resonance between the electron cyclotron frequency eB,,/m 0 cy in guide field B,,, and the frequency k w associated with the wiggler field Bw o=(1-BV2, O=v 0 /c).
In our model the electron beam is allowed to fill uniformly the parallel plate waveguide shown in Fig. la We will show that the two modes have different growth rates.
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Indeed the FEL instability associated with theTEMmode exists only by virtue of the presence of the axial guide field B, which couples the cyclotron motion of the electrons to their quiver motion in the wiggler field Bw*
In section II we discuss the steady state beam dynamics in the wiggler and guide fields. In section III we derive the dispersion equations for the FEL instability for the two modes of polarization stated above. Finally, section IV will be devoted to giving numerical examples of the radiation frequqncy,phase velocity and the instability growth rate. Estimates of the free electron laser efficiency will also be given. The FEL parameters have been chosen to yield radiation in the centimeter and millimeter wavelength regions using both low and high velocity electron beams. Table 1 gives a summary of the FEL parameters. At low, essentially nonrelativistic velocities (y 0 -1), the radiation wavelength is roughly equal to the wiggler period k, as is typical of UBITRONS. 8 Here the efficiency is large and operation is possible with low current density beams that can be obtained from electron guns using thermionic cathodes. At high velocities, the radiation wavelength is approximately equal to Z/2y'; now the efficiency is small and the system must be operated using high current density beams (see Table 1 ) like those generated by field emission cathodes. 1 9 ' 2 0
II. ELECTRON MOTION IN THE WIGGLER AND GUIDE FIELDS
Because of the discreteness of the magnets shown in Fig la, the wiggler magnetic field exhibits harmonics of the fundamental period k having considerable amplitude. In practice,' the magnet arrangement illustrated in Fig. lb removes the third harmonic and all even harmonics, with the result that the field approaches closely the periodic vacuum field
which satisfies VxB = v-B = 0. As a result the equations of motion of an electron of charge -e and rest mass m are, Figure 3 illustrates the situation for the case when the initial electron position is given by xo=0.lcm, yo=zO=0; the drift along the negative y direction is now clearly discernible. We note that the drift represents a major drawback when a linearly polarized wiggler and a guide field act simultaneously on a beam electron. 2 2 Moreover, the drift exhibits a resonance similar to that which occurs in the quiver motion 5 ,
16,17 of the electrons. This problem is not encountered with helical wigglers.
However, when the inequality
is satisfied, the drift and the oscillatory amplitudes are reasonably small. Here V= +v is the sum of the steady state and RF components of the particle velocity; N=n 0 +n is the sum of the steady state and RF components of the particle number density; J=-e(n +n) (vi+) is the sum of the steady state and RF current density; y= (1.( v* 0 +vj/c) 2 )-1; and ' and -are the RF electric and magnet-ic fields respectively, associated with the radiation and space-charge fields.
The sought-after dispersion equations are derived by linearizing the above equations and allowing all perturbed parameters to take the general form,
with k n=k+nkw, n=0, ±1, ±2 +.... . Here w is the radiation frequency, k the radiation wavenumber, and kw= 2 r/z the wave number of the wiggler with period z.
TE Mode of Polarization
For the TE mode of polarization, the RF field components are E=9E and B= y xB +2Bz. Linearizing Eq. (7) and assuming that all transverse oscillations are small such that D/Dx, 3/Dy<<a/Dz, we obtain,
where 2E,, is the axial electric field associated with the RF space charge on the electron beam, and where y of Eq. (7) has been approximated by
Substituting Eq. (10) in Eqs. (11) and using the orthogonality relation 
The linearized current density J=-e(nv*O+n 0 >) is obtained from Eqs. (8) and (10) with the result that,
Inserting Eqs. (17) and (18) in the wave Eq. (9) yields the dispersion relation,
where wp=(47rn e 2 /my )1 is the plasma frequency. We are interested only in the lowest mode, n=0 and upshifted frequencies w=(k+kw)vo.
In this case Eq. (19)
reduces to the sought-after dispersion equation,
This sixth order equation in w has been solved on a computer for real k and complex w, and detailed results will be discussed in section IV. However, when one makes the approximations w=ck, w=(k+kw) o, one finds the following results for the real and imaginary parts of the complex frequency:
Here wr is the approximate radiation frequency at maximum growth rate, w., of the FEL instability; O =eB /m c and i =eB,,/m c are now the nonrelativistic electron cyclotron frequencies in the wiggler and guide fields respectively; po = (4rne2/m0)1 is the nonrelativistic plasma frequency; and R=(2,,O/yokwcSo). We see that the real part of the frequency exhibits the familiar y 2 upshift and 0 that the imaginary part exhibits the familiar resonance 6 at R=1. We point out,
however, that our result is only applicable when inequality (4) is satisfied, so that R must not be too close to unity.
TEM Mode of Polarization
For the TEM mode of polarization, the RF field components are E=xE and B =B y. Proceeding the same way as we did in the above section, we obtain the following expression for the dispersion equation:
Detailed solutions of this equation for real k and complex w are presented in section IV. An approximate result subject to the assumptions w=ck, w=(k+k )v0
(k c) 3 is zero, the oscillatory -ev xBwcos(kwz) force is in the y direction (see Fig. 1) and the RF electric field of the electromagnetic wave is therefore also polarized totally in the y direction. When B., is finite, the helical motion of the electrons in the guide field is coupled to the y-directed quiver motion in the wiggler field. Hence, the RF electric field acquires a component in the x direction and thus excites a TEM mode. This is of considerable practical interest since the TEM mode has no low frequency cutoff, and the waveguide walls can be brought (arbitrarily) close together. This allows one to bring the wiggler magnets close together, increase Bw and thus increase the instability growth rate. We note that the same reasoning used for the parallel plate waveguide also applies to the lowest mode of a rectangular waveguide that would be used in practice.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The FEL instability discussed in the previous section comes about as a result of the coupling of the negative energy space charge wave on the electron
and the linearly polarized electromagnetic wave,
(w -kv ) 2 _ This is readily seen by setting the coupling term on the right-hand side of Eqs. (20) and (22) equal to zero. There are two unstable waves, one at high frequency which is of primary interest and whose frequency is approximately given by Eqs. (21a) or (23a), and one at low frequency. The high frequency wave propagates along the positive z axis and is associated with positive wave numbers k.
The low frequency wave propagates along the negative z axis in the absence of a guiding magnetic field (k<O). However, if B,, is sufficiently large, k for this wave can also be positive. 2 3 This happens when
a result which is obtained by eliminating w from Eqs. (24) and ( The respective maximum growth rates are illustrated in Fig. 6 . We note that at low magnetic fields the growth rate of the TE mode is larger than that of the TEM mode, but the situation reverses at higher magnetic fields. Resonance occurs when R=(o,,/k Wv )1 which corresponds to B,,=12kG. However, near this resonance our calculations become inapplicable and are not shown; only those results are graphed for which inequality (4) is well-satisfied. Figure 7 shows the corresponding real parts of the dispersion characteristics, namely Wr, and the phase velocity v =o rk, as a function of B. We see that for magnetic fields above the resonance, both waves are subluminous (v <c), but below the resonance the TE wave is superluminous but the TEM wave subluminous.
The remainder of this section is devoted to free electron laser operation using almost nonrelativistic, 1 low current beams with 300kV, 160A/cm 2 and 30kV, Table 2 .
For the 30kV, 22.3A/cm 2 beam" we have yo=1.059, Wp=6.52x10 9 sec~1; we also take B,,=lkG, Bw=0. 2 kG, z=2cm (kw=3.14cm-1 ). The imaginary part of the dispersion characteristic is shown plotted in Fig. 8 . For the magnetic field B,, which we have chosen, inequality (26) is not satisfied, and therefore there are only two high frequency waves (TE and TEM) with positive k, rather than the four waves shown in Fig. 5 . Figure 9 illustrates how the maximum growth rate varies with the axial guide magnetic field B,,, with all remaining parameters being fixed at their previously stated values. The resonance R-(QiI/k wv )=1 occurs at B,=1.86 kG. We knote that for low velocity but fairly high density beams such that kwv is comparable with wp/y , the radiation frequency is considerably less than that
given by the familiar result, wr=(1+S )y 2 kw v (Eqs. (21a), (23a)). Solving Eqs.
(24) and (25) yields a more accurate value of the radiation frequency (in the limit of weak coupling, 0 -*0):
For a cold, dense electron beam, the growth rate wi of the FEL instability increases almost linearly with increasing wiggler magnetic field Bw (cf Eqs.
(21b), (23b). However, when Bw is very large (or w is correspondingly small) p departures from linearity become more and more pronounced. Here the electron susceptibility 2 y-2 (w-kv )-2 approaches zero, the collective bunching force becomes small relative to the ponderomotive force and one enters 1 ' 2 the single particle, noncollective, high-gain FEL region of operation. This is illustrated in Fig. 11 where we see departures from linearity at the higher values of Bw.
To observe this, we purposely reduced the value of-p from that used in an earlier example (see Table 2 ).
In calculating the growth rate, we have assumed implicitly that the paralTel-plate waveguide is filled uniformly with electrons. In practice, the cross sectional area of the beam is not uniform and the beam does not fill the waveguide. To obtain a more realistic growth rate, the values given should be multiplied by a semiempirical factor 2 f1 where f is the ratio of the cross sectional area of the electron beam to the cross sectional area of the waveguide.
In order for the electromagnetic wave to grow, the electron velocity vo must be slightly larger than the phase velocity of the space charge wave vs. As the electrons lose energy to the wave, the difference v -vs becomes zero and growth ceases. This represents a nonlinear saturation which limits the maximum achievable efficiency n of the free electron laser. Its value can be estimated from the expression'
where As is the change in kinetic energy at saturation when the particles are deeply trapped. Computing Ae yields
where wr and k are obtained from solving dispersion Eqs. (20) and (22). The computed efficiencies are listed in Table 1 .
In conclusion, we have discussed the real and imaginary components of the free electron laser dispersion equations for the case of a cold electron beam propagating in a parallel-plate waveguide and subjected simultaneously to a linearly polarized wiggler magnetic field, and an axial guide magnetic field.
We have computed the growth rates of the FEL instability for two modes of polarization of the electromagnetic wave. One in which the RF electric field is polarized at right angles to the wiggler magnetic field (TE waveguide mode), and the other in which the electric field is polarized along the direction of the wiggler field (TEM mode). At sufficiently high guide magnetic fields the parallel-polarized (TEM) component can dominate the conventional cross-polarized (TE) mode. These effects have not been examined previously in a detailed manner and are directly relevant to ongoing experiments. 22 ' 2 4 Calculations show that the effects of the BxVB/1B1 2 drift inherent in a system comprised of a linearly polarized wiggler and guide magnetic field may At low voltages, free electron lasers exhibits good efficiencies and growth rates even for beams with moderate currents (see Table 1 ). Their performance compares very favorably with that of gyrotrons. kV; J=22.3A/cm 2 ; wp=6.52x10 9 sec~1; BW=0.2kG; £=2cm. .01- 
